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Abstract: Dynamics of wear of the cutting ele-
ments of tillers. The paper discusses theoretical 
studies of wear of the cutting elements of work-
ing bodies of tillers to develop their technological 
process of hardening, providing on the one hand 
increase their longevity, and with another – pro-
viding quality tillage. It shows the dependence of 
the wear rate on the length of the cutting edge cul-
tivator paws. The interaction of the blade working 
organs of tillers of the soil with the environment 
was characterized. The diagram of the forces act-
ing on the blade body and working movement di-
rection in the soil was given. The analysis presents 
dependence between the linear wear lancet culti-
vators paw thickness and such factors as the way 
of friction, normal speci  c dynamic pressure of 
the soil, the hardness of the material clutches, fric-
tion area. The paper shows the effect of the angle 
between the polar axis and the radius of curvature 
of the cutting edge of the blade cultivator paws on 
the value of its wear. The regularities of changes 
in the intensity of wear feet are observed along the 
length of its cutting edge.

Key words: cultivator paw, deformation, techno-
logical process, abrasive wear, wear rate

INTRODUCTION

Insuf  cient reliability of agricultural ma-
chinery causes signi  cant costs of spare 
parts and, consequently, increasing cost 
of their operation and maintenance.

Restoration of details allows repair 
companies to reduce downtime, increas-
ing the quality of maintenance and repair-
ing, positive impact on improvements in 

the reliability and the use of technology 
[Dudnikov et al. 2011a, Dudnikov et al. 
2011b]. 

The economic aspect of the advisabil-
ity of carrying out works on recovering 
remediation parts is to reduce the cost of 
repair by reducing the cost of new parts 
and to reduce production costs of their 
operation.

Particular interests are the working 
bodies of tillers, the technical condition 
which signi  cantly affects the yield of 
crops. When you restore these items are 
necessary to improve the geometry of the 
support and seats, improve the hardness 
and wear resistance of the working sur-
faces, which can be achieved in develop-
ing and applying advanced technologies 
to signi  cantly improve the quality in-
dicators of restored parts of agricultural 
machines [Ribak 2003, Bilous 2007]. 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

A major shortcoming of the existing 
wing shares with planar warp is of poor 
quality soil loosening, because their ef-
fect on the lateral faces of the reservoir at 
the same time loosening. Intensi  cation 
of such effects by the wear of the cutting 
edges of the blade paws has a negative 
impact on the energy of the process. In 
addition there is a destruction of bioac-
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tive soil structure to dust, easily subject 
to erosion.

In this connection there is an interest 
for research wear tines, as the lack of ad-
equate physical and mathematical model 
of abrasive wear and the formation of 

the geometry of the cutting elements. 
Disclosure of the basic laws of the abra-
sive wear of the cutting elements and the 
formation of the optimal geometry is an 
important task in the problem of increas-
ing resource of tillers [Zayika 2001].

It was established that the interaction 
of the working bodies of tillers of the 
soil with an abrasive media during their 
movement is characterized by the in  u-
ence of the abrasive soil wedge on a  at 
work surface. An effect on soil wedge 
depends on the nature of deformation of 
the material, parameters of the wedge, 
the physic mechanical properties and 
condition of soil, the speed of its move-
ment.

During the moving of the layer of soil 
on the wedge at the point M on the work 
surface forces: mass of the layer – Q, the 
dynamic pressure – N, force of friction 
– F , causing the wear of surface of the 
working body (Fig. 1).

The value of abrasion paw on thick-
ness ( h) can be expressed as a function 
of the following factors:

( , , , , )h f L H m S  (1)

where:
 – normal resistivity dynamic pressure 

of the soil; 
L – the way of friction [m]; 
H  – the hardness of paw material; 
m – parameter of wear ability of the 
abrasive; 
S – area of friction [m2].

The mass of soil element that located 
at the wedge can be de  ned by the for-
mula:

FIGURE 1. Diagram of the forces action and the direction of movement of soil particles on the blade 
working body
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abl gQ  (2)

where:
a, b – the thickness and width of the layer 
respectively [m];
l – length of element of layer [m];
g – acceleration of free fall [m/s2].

Projection of force (N) on the di-
rection of normal to the surface of the 
wedge is:

cosN abl g  (3)

where:
 – the angle between the polar axis and 

the radius of curvature of the cutting 
edge (Fig. 1) [°];
 – density of the soil [kg/m3].

The friction force can be de  ned by 
the following relationship:

2( sin sin cos )F fab V gl
  

 (4)

where:
V  – the forward speed of the wedge 
[m/s].

Analysis of this equation leads to the 
conclusion that with the increasing of the 
angle ( ) setting the working surface of 
the reservoir is complicated by the rise of 
the soil is strongly deformed and compli-
cated front wedge.

We can assume that in this case will 
increase the normal pressure on the soil 
wedge which will reduce the speed of 
relative sliding layer on the working 
surface. Thus at the wedge formed stag-
nation zones of soil particles and the 
amount of wear is reduces [Opalchuk et 
al. 2013]. 

Wear of the cutting edges of paws 
cultivators irreversible processes deter-
mining soil degradation in the perfor-
mance of work. The size and nature of 
wear are determined primarily patterns 
of distribution of stresses on the working 
surfaces cultivators paws.

To ensure durability of paws, reduc-
ing the value of their wear need to reduce 
the ability of the abrasive wear out and 
provide such options of the paws that 
will reduce the dynamics of their wear.

It is found that the highest intensity 
of wear wing shares cultivator is charac-
teristic of the sock. At the distance from 
the tip intensity of the wear of the cutting 
edge reduces.

Based on the experimental results, 
the dependence of the wear rate in the 
zones length legs can be described by 
the differential equation [Tkachev 1970, 
Boyko and Balabukha 2000]: 

di ki
dl

 (5)

where:
i – the wear rate;
k – coef  cient of proportionality.

The coef  cient k depends on the 
physical properties of the parts and the 
soil, and operational factors: velocity 
of the machine, the speci  c load on the 
working part and others.

Taking into account the above factors, 
as well as the dimensions of the method 
in the preparation of analytical expres-
sions [Voytyuk et al. 2004, Dudnikov et 
al. 2014], the proportionality factor be-
comes: 

M

a

H X E Sk
H T

 (6)
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where:
H , Ha – the hardness of paw and abra-
sive materials, respectively;
X – empirical constant that takes into ac-
count the optimal factors;
EM – coef  cient of elasticity of the paw 
material;
S – area of the working surface of the 
paw [m2];

 – unit load per paw of soil;
T – operating time on one paw [ha].

After integration of equation (5) as 
an equation with separable variables and 
taking into account the relation (6), we 
obtain:

0 0

M

a

l l
M

a

H X E Sdi i
i H T

H X E Sdi i
l H T

 (7)

For the conditions of abrasive wear 
we have:

ln lnM

a

H X E Si l C
H T

 (8)

Since the intensity of wear paws at 
l = 0 is equal to i = i0, the constant of 
integration is equal to:

0 0ln ln ;M

a

H X E Si l C C C
H T

 

 
(9)

Taking into account expressions (8) 
and (9) after some transformations, we 
obtain the pattern of change of the wear-

ing rate on the length of cutting edge of 
paw:

0

M

a

H X E S l
H Ti i l  (10)

Thus, the wear rate of the cutting edge 
lancet paws depends mainly on the phys-
ical and mechanical characteristics of its 
material hardness soil developments.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of these investigations the 
conclusion can be drawn:

Uneven wear of cultivator paws on 
length can be explained by the un-
even pressure of the soil elements on 
the elements of its length.
The wear rate of the cutting element 
along the length of a lancet paws de-
pends on physical properties of its 
material, soil type, soil developments 
uneven pressure around the perim-
eter.
The resulting patterns of wear inten-
sity perimeter lancet cultivator legs 
allow to develop a method of mod-
eling the dynamics of its abrasive 
wear of the cutting elements for the 
appointment of an effective recovery 
technology. 
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Streszczenie: Dynamika zu ycia elementów 
kultywatora pracuj cych w glebie. W artykule 
przedstawiono teoretyczne rozwa ania dotycz -
ce zu ycia elementów kultywatora, które pracuj  
w glebie. W tym kontek cie celem podj tych roz-
wa a  by o wskazanie na czynniki doskonalenia 
procesu utwardzania powierzchni elementów ro-
boczych, a w efekcie wyd u enia czasu ich pracy 
i jako ci realizacji zada  roboczych kultywatora. 
Wskazano na zale no  stopnia zu ycia od d ugo-
ci kraw dzi tn cej z bów roboczych. Przedsta-

wiono problemy interakcji mi dzy elementami ro-
boczymi kultywatora i rodowiskiem glebowym. 
Zaprezentowano wykres si  dzia aj cych na ostrze 
redlicy w glebie w powi zaniu z kierunkiem ruchu 
narz dzia. Analiza obejmowa a zale no  mi dzy 
zu yciem ukowej cz ci apy kultywatora i ta-
kimi czynnikami, jak kierunek si  tarcia, stopie  
ugniecenia gleby, spr ysto  z bów i obszar tar-
cia. W artykule rozwini to kwesti  wp ywu k ta 
osi ustawienia z ba i promienia krzywizny redlicy 
podcinaj cej kultywatora na wielko  zu ycia po-
wierzchni roboczej. Regularno  zmian intensyw-
no ci zu ycia ap kultywatora jest obserwowana 
wzd u  d ugo ci kraw dzi tn cej. 
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